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Abstract: Many applications of wireless sensor network (WSN) require interconnection with IP
networks whether for monitoring or control. Such interconnection is not obvious because of the variety
of sensor networks architectures and non-standardized protocols. There are many techniques that
handle this problem. In this paper, we enhance and evaluate a previously proposed framework by the
authors which provides a transparent interconnection between WSN and IP network. This framework is
generic in the sense that it can work for both address-centric and data-centric WSNs. Unlike other
popular approaches, our approach does not require modifications in the protocol stacks of both
networks. In this work, we implemented this framework to evaluate its performance and efficiency and
compare it with other approaches.
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an application-centric network, whose main purpose is to obtain
physical information from the environment where it is deployed [1]. These networks have several
restrictions, e.g., limited energy supply, limited computing power, and limited bandwidth of the wireless
links connecting sensor nodes [3]. This results in developing customized proprietary protocols to fit
with these restrictions. Such protocols are not compatible with standard TCP/IP networks and Internet.
On the other hand, it is usually desirable to interconnect WSN with the enterprise network to extend its
service to remote applications. Therefore, many researchers investigated this interconnection problem.
Mainly, there are two interconnection approaches; the gateway-based approach and the TCP/IP overlay
[7]. A brief survey about these approaches is discussed in section 4. More details about them can be
found in [1], [6] and [7].
The authors in [2] proposed a framework for transparent interconnection between sensor networks and
IP network. This framework supports both address-centric and data-centric WSNs. It uses a low-level
gateway node to translate traffic from one network to the other. Thus, it allows freely choosing WSN
communication protocols that are suitable for the sensor network application. Furthermore, it depends
on a simple translation operation and does not require modification to be made in protocols running in
either network. Therefore, it can be used with different applications with no need to modify the gateway
logic. Moreover, this framework provides transparent communication between both networks. In other
words, IP hosts communicate with sensor nodes using virtual IP addresses and sensor nodes
communicate with IP hosts using virtual sensor node IDs. In this paper, this framework is enhanced and
implemented to evaluate its performance and efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the operations of the interconnection
technique are discussed. The implementation details and experimental results are shown in section 3.
Finally, in section 4, the evaluated technique is compared with the related work.

2. The Interconnection Technique
The interconnection technique proposed in [2] is a gateway-based where the gateway node is connected
to both networks and has their protocol stacks, as shown in Figure 1. However, a filter layer is
embedded before network layer to filter the traffic forwarded to virtual addresses. If a packet is
targeting a virtual IP address or a virtual ID, the filter layer forwards it directly to the gateway
application. Otherwise, the packet goes normally in its protocol stack. The gateway application
performs the virtual address assignment and packet translation components as specified in [2].
The proposed technique allows direct accessing to individual sensor nodes and network-based querying
for data-centric networks. The direct access is usually used in reprogramming or configuration of
specific nodes. While data query is often targeting multiple unknown nodes and this is a typical
communication paradigm in most sensor networks. Next, we show the detailed design for each case.
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Figure 1. Interconnection between WSN and IP network using a gateway
2.1 Direct Access to Sensor Nodes
When sensor nodes have unique IDs over the network, the gateway node assigns a virtual IP address for
each sensor node. This address assignment process happens when the gateway receives a packet from
this node or when an IP host requests to communicate with it. In the later case, the gateway just assigns
a free IP address from the virtual address space with no need to check the existing of this node.
The gateway node performs the same operation with sensor nodes when they want to communicate with
IP hosts. It assigns virtual IDs to IP hosts when it receives packets from them. However, it is assumed
that the sensor node does not initiate the connection but it replies to a previous packet received from an
IP host. This is a typical request flow pattern initiated by a sink (i.e. an IP host) to a source (i.e. a sensor
node) while data flows in the reverse direction as a response. Moreover, the virtual ID assignment is
controlled by a leased time to ensure scalability. The leased time is a design parameter determined by a
tradeoff between the size of the virtual address space and the stability of the interconnection between
both networks.
The virtual IP addresses and virtual IDs are not assigned physically in nodes or hosts. However, they are
stored in mapping tables maintained by the gateway such as those shown in Figure 2. When hosts and
nodes communicate together, they use virtual addresses as destination in their packet format; The IP

host puts the virtual IP address of sensor node in destination field of IP header. Also, the sensor node
puts the virtual ID of IP host in the destination field of the routing protocol header. The traffic targeting
virtual addresses, must reach to the gateway node to be translated. For the IP network, the router behind
the gateway should be configured to forward such packets to the gateway. For the sensor network, the
routing protocol used in the network is responsible to reach such packets to gateway. This is done
normally as the packets of virtual IDs are originating from the gateway node and the replied traffic
returns to it.
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Figure 2. Virtual Addresses Mapping Tables for network in Figure 1
When the gateway node receives a packet targeting a virtual address, it is filtered and forwarded to the
gateway application. The gateway application translates the packet addresses to the corresponding ones
using mapping tables. It does not change or translate the payload of the packet but it copies the payload
to the new packet. It is assumed that the applications running in both networks are the same. This
technique suggests UDP as a transport protocol in IP network because of the suitability with delayed
high error rate sensor networks. However, it can operate theoretically with TCP too, but more research
is required in this point to handle issues such as how to filter non-data packets and extending the
reliable transmission to the sensor nodes.
2.2 Data Centric Sensor Networks
Sensor networks are usually data-centric networks in which the data is requested based on certain
attributes [3] and the sensor nodes lack fabrication-time identifiers [4]. Therefore, it is not compatible
with address-centric IP network. The interconnection technique is modified in this case to address data
queries rather than individual nodes. When IP host wants to request a query from sensor network, it
sends the query to the gateway. The gateway caches the query, assigns it a virtual IP address and replies
the host by this virtual address. It also keeps the hosts addresses in a mapping table as shown Figure 3.
It assigns a lease time for that virtual address whether till the query expiry time or for a preconfigured
duration. It then broadcasts the query to sensor network according to its routing protocol. When data is
disseminated to the gateway, it forwards data to the cached IP hosts. The source address of such data
messages is the virtual IP address of that query.
Attribute-based Query
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Figure 3. The mapping table of a data-centric network
The gateway acts as a sink in such case but receives its queries externally from IP network, see Figure
4. Therefore, it has the application of the sensor network to handle received queries accordingly. When
another IP host wants to register for a query or change values of its attributes, it can send the query
toward the virtual IP address. When the gateway receives a packet targeting a virtual address, the
payload of the packet is forwarded directly to the application and the source IP address (i.e. the address
of IP host) is added to the mapping Table 1n the registered hosts.
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Figure 4. Interconnection technique in data-centric networks
3. Experiments and Results
This technique is implemented on OMNeT++ simulator. The OMNeT++ simulator is an extensible,
modular, component-based C++ simulation library and framework [10]. It is a general purpose
simulation engine but there are extensions for simulating TCP/IP networks such as INET framework
[12] and for simulating sensor networks such as Castalia [13]. As the interconnection technique requires
both WSN and IP network, the INET framework and Castalia were integrated in a single framework to
allow using features and protocols of both.

Figure 5. Simulation Environment
The experiments try to show the overhead of the interconnection technique. It compares between results
when the experiment runs totally within the sensor network and when it runs over the integrated
networks. The simulation environment is similar to that shown in Figure 5. Sensor network uses a
realistic wireless channel specified in Castalia. It uses CSMA/CA as the data link protocol. Number of
nodes ranges from 10 to 290 nodes deployed in a grid field with constant density. For the IP network,
hosts ranges from 2 to 5 hosts which use a UDP application to communicate with the gateway node.
The router is configured to forward traffic targeting virtual IP addresses to the gateway node.
For the direct accessing mode, results are measured by average end-to-end delay, total throughput, and
packet delivery ratio. Average end-to-end delay is the average time it takes a data packet to reach the
destination. Throughput is the total number of delivered data packets divided by the total duration of
simulation time. Packet delivery ratio is calculated by dividing the number of packets received by the
destination through the number of packets originated by the application layer of the source.
The first experiment is to query two specific nodes with different data rates range from 10 to 150
requests per second. As shown in Figure 6, the average end-to-end delay is shown for both runs. We can
see that the delay of IP-WSN case is greater than the local WSN case by a nearly constant value. This
difference includes the IP network delay plus the integration technique latency to process and forward
incoming packets. It is clear that the overhead of the integration technique is almost constant even with
high data rates. In Figure 7, the packet loss ratio is shown for both runs. Initially, the packet loss ratio is

almost the same for both runs in common data rates (less than 70 request/second). In 70 requests rate,
the packet loss of local WSN traffic is greater than that of IP-WSN traffic. This increase does not
indicate that the integration technique enhances the packets delivery, but it only results from random
failures in some packets in the first run. In fact, there were only three lost requests in local WSN traffic
over those happened in the IP-WSN traffic which is a small difference in packet loss. In higher request
rates, packet loss ratio of IP-WSN traffic becomes greater than that of local WSN traffic. The difference
in packet loss is in range of 1% - 2% which is acceptable specially in WSN communication. However, it
indicates that the packet loss is increased in the integrated network. This may be resultant from the
single gateway node that cannot afford to handle all requests which indicates to a bottleneck problem.
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Figure 6. Average End-to-End Delay
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Figure 7: Packet loss ratio versus request rate

In Figure 8, the throughput is almost not affected except in high data rates. This indicates the bottleneck
problem of the gateway.
The second experiment tests the effect of the number of requesting IP hosts on the integration technique
performance. In this experiment, a set of nodes are configured to query random sensor nodes with
constant data rate of 50 requests per second. This experiment is run twice too; the first run operates in
sensor network only where sinks requests samples from other sensor nodes. The second run works
across IP and sensor networks. In this case, a number of IP hosts are configured to query random sensor
nodes in WSN. The number of hosts/nodes range from 1 to 5.
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Figure 8. Throughput
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Figure 9. Packet Delivery Ratio
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In Figure 9, the average delay of both runs is shown. It shows that the delay of local WSN traffic is
higher than that in IP-WSN traffic. One possible explanation for this which is that sinks in the first run
request samples from multiple nodes simultaneously which makes the medium busy with their packets.
As nodes use CSMA/CA MAC protocol, they wait every time they send a packet which delays
transmitting the packet. On the other hand, in IP-WSN case, the gateway is the only node that requests
samples on behalf of IP hosts. This makes the medium relatively free as compared to the first run and so
allows the gateway to send its packets faster. This network congestion becomes higher with the
increasing number of sending nodes, which increases the average delay but it increases more in local
WSN traffic for the reason we mentioned.
The packet loss ratio of both runs is plotted in Figure 10. Again, the packet loss of local WSN
traffic is surprisingly higher than that of IP-WSN traffic. It can be explained by the interference happens
among nodes when sinks send their requests in local WSN case. Such interference increases the failure
of packets reception at sensor nodes. On the other hand, in IP-WSN traffic, the gateway is the only
requesting node in WSN which makes the interference much less than that in the first run. This
increases the chances for the packets to reach their destination and so decreases the packet loss ratio in
IP-WSN than that in local WSN traffic case.
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Figure 10: Packet loss ratio versus number of nodes - direct access to sensor nodes
For the data-centric mode, the Directed Diffusion [5] is implemented as it is not included in Castalia.
Directed Diffusion is a popular data aggregation paradigm for WSNs. In directed diffusion, sensors
measure events and create gradients of information in their respective neighborhoods. The base station
requests data by broadcasting interests. Interest diffuses through the network hop-by-hop, and is
broadcasted by each node to its neighbors. As the interest is propagated throughout the network,
gradients are setup to draw data satisfying the query towards the requesting node [3]. The experimental
results are measured by average delay and distinct event delivery ratio. Average delay measures the
average one-way latency observed between transmitting an event from the source and receiving it at the
sink. The distinct-event delivery ratio is the ratio of the number of distinct events received to the
number originally sent. These metrics were used in [5] to evaluate the performance of directed
diffusion.

The first experiment of directed diffusion tests the effect of sensor network size on the performance of
the gateway in data-centric mode. The gird size of sensor network ranges from 7x7 to 17x17 nodes (i.e.
49 – 289 nodes). Again, this experiment is run twice. In the first run, a sensor node (i.e. sink) populates
an interest matching the farthest node in the network with a refreshment rate one second. The matching
node replies by their data messages with interval of 50 milliseconds. The interest expires at the end of
the simulation. In the second run, an IP host is configured to query WSN with the same interest used in
the first run. Also, the sink node acts as a gateway node in this run to ensure the same network
configuration and settings of both runs. We tried initially to use 20, 10 and 5 interests to be used instead
of a single interest. However, each interest generates a large number of packets in the network
according to its recursive broadcasting to neighbors with periodical refreshment which causes network
congestion. For example, when using 5 simultaneous interests in the sink, no interest delivery achieved
in even medium-sized networks (i.e. a 13x13 network). Therefore, we chose to use a single interest in
this experiment to test large network sizes.
Regarding the average delay, results are compared together as shown in Figure 11. It can be inferred
that the integration technique does not add delay to the network even in large network sizes. This result
is expected according to transmitting a single interest. However, the delay of integration technique will
not be comparable with sensor network delay even with multiple interests. This is according to the
limited processing made on each interest in the gateway specially if compared with the delay of sensor
network.
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Figure 11. Average Delay with Directed Diffusion
The distinct delivery ratio of both runs is presented in Figure 12. The ratio of both runs is almost the
same in different network sizes. At the largest network size, the delivery ratio is decreased slightly in
the IP-WSN run but it does not indicate it is caused by the gateway because it happens accidently in a
single sample. Also, it is expected that the difference between delivery ratios of both runs will take a
similar pattern even with more interests. This is inferred by the fact that this single interest is already
sent many times during the interest refreshment made by the requesting node. Also, the matching nodes
(i.e. sources) reply by their data messages repeatedly every data interval. Therefore, the given delivery
ratio is based on multiple requests and replies which simulate multiple interests but with less data
reporting interval and refreshment rate.
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Figure 12. Distinct Event Delievery Ratio in Directed Diffussion
The second experiment tests the effect of the number of interests sent to the network on the performance
of the gateway in data-centric mode. The interests are targeting random different nodes scattered over
the network. The data reporting interval range from 50 milliseconds to 0.5 second. The refreshment rate
of interests ranges from 0.5 to 5 seconds. All interests expire at the end of the simulation. The network
size is 11x11 grid of sensor nodes (i.e. 121 nodes). Again, this experiment is run twice. In the first run,
a sensor node (i.e. sink) populates the interests to sources. In the second run, multiple of IP hosts are
configured to query WSN with the same interests used in the first run. Also, the sink node used in the
first run acts as a gateway node in this run to ensure the same network configuration and settings of both
runs.
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Figure 13. Average Delay with different number of interests
Regarding the interest average delay, results of both runs are compared as shown in Figure 13. The
delay of IP-WSN communication is almost the same or slightly greater than local WSN communication

in cases up to 16 interests. In 20 interests’ case, the delay of IP-WSN communication is increased
greatly. By investigating the details of the experiments, it is found that there are two interests which are
successfully received in the second run (IP-WSN) but with high delay. These two outliers increased the
average value so much. For this reason, we calculated the median delay for both runs to reinforce our
analysis. Figure 14 shows the median delay of both runs. We can see that both became almost the same
with minor differences using the median delay instead of the average.
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Figure 14: Median delay versus number of interests - data centric WSN
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Figure 15. Distinct Event Delivery Ratio with different number of interests
Regarding the distinct event delivery ratio, results of both runs are shown in Figure 15. It is clear that
the delivery ratio is decreasing radically with increasing number of interests. This happens due to the
huge number of data reporting and interest refreshment packets exchanged continuously among nodes.
Also, it is clear that the delivery ratio of IP-WSN traffic is almost the same as the WSN-only traffic.
This indicates that the integration does not affect the delivery ratio even with large number of interests.

4. Related Work
As mentioned in section 1, there are two main approaches for interconnecting WSN and IP network; the
gateway-based approach and the TCP/IP overlay. Next, the evaluated technique is compared with those
approaches.
4.1 Gateway-based Approach
In gateway-based approach, an application layer gateway is used to interconnect between both
networks. The gateway can operate in either of two ways: as a front-end proxy or as a relay. In frontend proxy case, the data collected from sensor nodes is stored in a base station connected to IP network
(i.e. a proxy server). Then, IP hosts can query this data using SQL or web services. In the second case,
the gateway simply relays data comes from sensor nodes to IP hosts. IP clients should register for data
interest to receive packets about it [6].
The advantage of this approach is that the protocols of sensor network can be chosen freely to match the
application requirements. Also, it can provide security mechanisms for user authentication and
authorization. However, it cannot provide direct access to sensor nodes as both networks are completely
decoupled. Moreover, it is typically implemented for a specific application task, thus, a special gateway
implementation is required for each application. Also, the gateway is a single point of failure. If the
gateway is down, all communication between both networks is down [6].
Virtual IP (VIP) Bridge [8] is considered to be a customized method for gateway-based approach.
However, it uses a low-level bridge. The evaluated technique in this paper is based on this method. It
virtually assigns IPv6 addresses to sensor nodes but it does not assign virtual IDs for IP hosts. It caches
received packets in the bridge. When a reply packet reaches to the bridge, it is compared with the
cached packets to know which client originally sent this packet. Thus, it adds much overhead in storage
and processing to return data packets to IP hosts. VIP Bridge supports the address-centric or locationcentric WSNs but not data-centric. Also, its packet translation process depends on specific fields that
are not necessary supported in the deployed protocols; and so the running protocols need to be modified
to interact with the bridge [2].
4.2 TCP/IP Overlay Approach
In TCP/IP overlay approach, the IP is implemented in sensor nodes for addressing and routing. In [9], a
compatible interoperable tiny TCP/IP implementation –called uIP- is implemented for constrained
embedded systems such as sensor nodes. In [10], the design of a complete IPv6-based network
architecture for wireless sensor networks is presented. The main advantage of overlaying TCP/IP is the
direct interoperability with IP hosts without protocol converters or gateways. However, it forces
deploying Internet protocol in sensor nodes which may not fit the application requirements. Also, the
Internet protocol is address-centric protocol which is not compatible with data-centric WSN. This
problem is solved by establishing a tunnel among IP addressable nodes which causes more protocol
overhead. On the other hand, it is hard to provide security mechanisms in individual sensor nodes due to
their limited resources [1].

4.3 Comparison
Each integration approach has its own merits and drawbacks. In this section, the proposed integration
technique is discussed and compared with the other approaches against common design considerations
desirable in integration approaches.
Application independent. In direct access to sensor nodes mode, the proposed technique can work
with several applications simultaneously as it relays packets received from the IP hosts after simple
address translation to sensor nodes. Therefore, no pre-knowledge for the application used is required.
However, in data-centric WSN, the WSN application is deployed in the gateway to be able to work with
queries. If multiple applications supported in such network, then they should be deployed in the
gateway too. The gateway control component must be able to distinct between queries and to forward
them according to their applications.
Communication paradigms support. The proposed integration technique supports both addresscentric and data-centric WSNs. It so solves the drawback of the original VIP Bridge technique.
Transparency and Consistency. The operations of the gateway node allow transparent communication
from one network to the other. The IP hosts can communicate with sensor network, whether addresscentric or data-centric, using IP addresses which ensures consistency with NGN as well. Also, in direct
access case, the sensor nodes communicate with IP hosts using sensor IDs. This provides transparency
to sensor network side too. In data-centric WSN, queries and their replies are forwarded to/from WSN
without modification and so the integration technique guarantees full transparency and consistency with
NGN.
Security support. The proposed integration technique uses a gateway node for interconnection, so it is
a suitable place to apply security rules as all packets go through this node. If the gateway node is not
capable enough to perform complex access rules, it can use an external server through its connection to
IP network to handle such rules. Thus, the proposed technique supports security mechanisms.
Overhead and modification minimization. As shown in its previous description, the proposed
technique does not require any modification in protocols of nodes of either network. This feature is
desirable as it gives the flexibility in integration and applicability with diverse WSN protocols. Also, the
technique overhead is less than that of application-level gateway as it depends on simple translation and
address assignment processes.
Energy efficiency. Using the proposed technique, WSN protocols are chosen freely. Thus, it is possible
to select the most suitable protocol for the WSN application in hand which achieves the desired energy
efficiency.
Scalability. The proposed technique is scalable and works with dense networks to some extent. By
using IPv6 stateless addresses and its auto configuration, the gateway can theoretically addresses any
number of sensor nodes. However, it needs a powerful gateway node to handle such large number of
nodes along with their traffic. Also, in case of direct accessing, it assigns virtual sensor IDs to IP hosts
with lease time control. This ensures efficient utilization for the reserved IDs pool. However, it is still
suffer from bottleneck problem as it depends on a single node for communication. This limitation exists

in gateway-based approaches which uses single interconnection node. Table shows a comparison
between the integration approaches and the proposed technique.
Table 1: Comparison between proposed technique and the related work
App-level IP
VIP
Proposed
Gateway
Overlay Bridge Technique
WSN
Application independent
No
Yes
Yes
Yes1
Direct access
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Data centric support
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Transparency
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Security support
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Minimizing Modification/
overhead
Energy efficient in WSN
Scalability

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes
Normal

No
High

Yes
Normal

Yes
Normal

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we enhanced and evaluated a framework for interconnection between WSN and IP
network. The framework is generic as it supports different WSN architectures such as address-centric
and data-centric. It does not require modification or network overlay in WSN or IP network and hence
can operate with different applications without adding extra overhead. It consists of two light-weight
components that are suitable for non-powerful gateways.
On the other hand, further research is needed to deal with the bottleneck and the single point of failure
in the gateway node by supporting multiple gateways and balancing the network load.
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